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Introduction {#sec001}
============

More than half of all adults are likely to be exposed to at least one traumatic event in their lifetime \[[@pone.0190360.ref001],[@pone.0190360.ref002]\] defined as direct exposure to death, threatened death, actual or threatened serious injury or sexual violence, according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders \[[@pone.0190360.ref003]\]. Common initial stress responses following traumatic events are fear, helplessness, horror and subsequent involuntary intrusive memories \[[@pone.0190360.ref004],[@pone.0190360.ref005]\]. While this initial stress response is only temporarily for most people \[[@pone.0190360.ref006]\], others fail to recover and develop stress-associated disorders such as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), anxiety disorders, depression or substance abuse \[[@pone.0190360.ref007],[@pone.0190360.ref008]\]. Identifying factors associated with the development of stress-associated disorders following trauma might have important prognostic and treatment implications. One key factor in this context might be individual differences in stress processing \[[@pone.0190360.ref009],[@pone.0190360.ref010]\]. The aim of the current study was to explore the impact of individual differences in trait anxiety on affective and cognitive processing of an analogue trauma.

Individuals with pre-traumatic high trait anxiety (HA) may be especially vulnerable to traumatic events due to less effective stress processing. According to Spielberger's trait-state anxiety model HA is characterised by increased neurobiological sensitivity and attention towards negative stimuli \[[@pone.0190360.ref011],[@pone.0190360.ref012]\]. Thus, HA might influence affective and cognitive processing of traumatic events via more intense stress responses, emotion dysregulation and increased intrusive memories \[[@pone.0190360.ref009],[@pone.0190360.ref013]--[@pone.0190360.ref015]\].

In affective processing of stress, both an intense psychophysiological stress response, and emotion dysregulation are assumed important peri-traumatic risk factors for stress-associated disorders \[[@pone.0190360.ref005],[@pone.0190360.ref016],[@pone.0190360.ref017]\]. Emotional response to analogue trauma predicts posttraumatic stress symptoms especially in individuals with high emotion dysregulation \[[@pone.0190360.ref016]\]. HA individuals show increased anxiety responses in general and seem to display specifically slower recovery from stress and are less able to return to initial emotional states \[[@pone.0190360.ref018],[@pone.0190360.ref019]\], resulting in a specific stress response pattern including the peri-traumatic as well as recovery emotional response. Individuals with HA seem to further apply a dysfunctional pattern of emotion regulation strategies with high levels of emotional suppression and low levels of cognitive reappraisal \[[@pone.0190360.ref020],[@pone.0190360.ref021]\]. The modulation of the intensity and duration of emotions is especially important in HA individuals because of their disposition to experience intense and prolonged negative emotional responses \[[@pone.0190360.ref018],[@pone.0190360.ref022]\], which is associated with higher rates of psychopathology \[[@pone.0190360.ref014],[@pone.0190360.ref023]\]. HA is also associated with the development of PTSD \[[@pone.0190360.ref024],[@pone.0190360.ref025]\]. Thus, it is likely that individual differences in HA modulate cognitive and affective stress responses to trauma.

Impaired cognitive processing of stress is indicated by involuntary intrusive memories of the potentially traumatic event \[[@pone.0190360.ref026]\] as an important post-traumatic risk factor for PTSD \[[@pone.0190360.ref027]\]. In addition, HA seems to impair memory suppression of negative memories \[[@pone.0190360.ref028]\] and is associated with less fear reduction \[[@pone.0190360.ref029]\] and the development of intrusions \[[@pone.0190360.ref030]\]. In particular, persisting intrusions seem to be critical in HA individuals \[[@pone.0190360.ref009],[@pone.0190360.ref031]\], contribute to the development and maintenance of PTSD \[[@pone.0190360.ref013]\] and constitute a core symptom of PTSD \[[@pone.0190360.ref003]\]. Cognitive processes modulating intrusions seems to be related to the time frame of memory consolidation, which is not exactly defined yet \[[@pone.0190360.ref032],[@pone.0190360.ref033]\]. Therefore, the presumable time courses of intrusion development should be also captured in the modelling of trauma exposure and responses.

Likewise, negative appraisals of intrusive memories can elicit threat and predict PTSD \[[@pone.0190360.ref034]\]. According to Ehlers & Clark\'s cognitive model of PTSD, impaired cognitive processing due to high peri-traumatic arousal is reflected by the predominance of data-driven over conceptual processing of traumatic events, resulting in increased intrusions and disorganised trauma memories \[[@pone.0190360.ref026],[@pone.0190360.ref035]\]. Particularly in HA individuals, less data-driven processing seems to result in less intrusive memories \[[@pone.0190360.ref014]\].

However, given that intrusive memories are also positively associated with increased emotional stress responses \[[@pone.0190360.ref030],[@pone.0190360.ref036]\] as well as with emotion dysregulation \[[@pone.0190360.ref015],[@pone.0190360.ref037]\], the interplay between these risk factors might be more complex. To date, only a few studies attempted to disentangle the relationship between different risk factors for maladaptive stress processing. One study revealed that the intensity of the anxious emotional response mediates the positive relationship between HA, depression, trait dissociation and subsequent intrusive memories \[[@pone.0190360.ref013]\]. Another study found that emotional response and pre-existing emotions predicted peri-traumatic cognitive processing, which in turn predicted emotion dysregulation. Emotion dysregulation in turn predicted intrusions \[[@pone.0190360.ref015]\].

The majority of studies on risk factors in coping with traumatic events have relied on retrospective assessments \[[@pone.0190360.ref005]\] thereby limiting their validity due to strong memory biases. Prospective analogue designs are able to overcome these limitations. One example of an established prospective analogue design in trauma research is the trauma film paradigm which comprise watching stressful films in a controlled laboratory setting \[[@pone.0190360.ref038],[@pone.0190360.ref039]\]. Analogue studies have the advantage that all individuals are exposed to the same degree and type of analogue traumatic events, which allow for comparisons between individuals and to draw specific conclusions about distinct traumatic events \[[@pone.0190360.ref026]\]. It has further been shown that the results of clinical studies can be replicated in analogue designs with non-clinical samples \[[@pone.0190360.ref026]\] speaking to the external validity of analogue designs.

Prospective analogue designs for inducing and investigating stress processing in the laboratory can further be improved by advancements in Virtual Reality (VR) technology. VR extends established trauma paradigms in terms of person-environment interaction \[[@pone.0190360.ref040]\], and a multi-sensory simulation of an analogue trauma \[[@pone.0190360.ref041],[@pone.0190360.ref042]\], both facilitating high levels of immersion and presence in VR \[[@pone.0190360.ref043]\]. Furthermore, in contrast to the trauma film paradigm, where perspective taking and empathising with other persons is required, the VR paradigm enables one to experience the situation and act from a first-person perspective, thereby acquiring new personal memories with high self-reference. VR provides experimental control and manipulation of distinct variables in complex situations \[[@pone.0190360.ref038],[@pone.0190360.ref044],[@pone.0190360.ref045]\]. The standardised application of VR allows for the acquisition of stress responses in real time \[[@pone.0190360.ref043]\] and comparing individuals while coping with stress \[[@pone.0190360.ref045],[@pone.0190360.ref046]\]. An analogue trauma typically leads to qualitatively similar but attenuated psychophysiological responses as a real traumatic situation, thereby providing high ecological validity \[[@pone.0190360.ref045],[@pone.0190360.ref046]\]. A previous study has been already demonstrated that the applied VR analogue trauma is as stressful as an established trauma film \[[@pone.0190360.ref047]\].

The aim of the current study was to test if individual differences in HA modulate affective and cognitive processing of a VR analogue trauma. We expected impaired affective processing of VR analogue trauma exposure in individuals with HA, compared to individuals with low trait anxiety (LA), indicated by increased subjective and physiological stress responses, and emotion dysregulation. Furthermore, we assumed impaired cognitive processing in individuals with HA vs. LA, indicated by increased intrusive memories after analogue trauma exposure. Considering that a more intense situational stress response as well as emotion dysregulation are also positively associated with increased intrusion development, we further expected that the peri-traumatic affective processing of stress would mediate the relationship between pre-traumatic HA and post-traumatic intrusive memories.

Materials and methods {#sec002}
=====================

Participants {#sec003}
------------

In a sample of 269 healthy participants, we screened for the highest and lowest 15% extreme trait anxiety levels corresponding to the mean +/- 1 standard deviation of a normative sample of college students assessed by the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory \[[@pone.0190360.ref011],[@pone.0190360.ref048]\]. A priori analysis using the g-power software revealed a sample size of 61 participants to potentially detect a between-group effect with medium effect size in a MANOVA (1-β = .80, α = .05). According to a previous study analysing a similar mediation model with adequate power \[[@pone.0190360.ref049]\], we aimed to collect a sample of 80 participants. Participants with sufficient language skills and without psychopharmacological medication were included in the study. Two participants were excluded from the VR analysis: one due to technical problems, the other due to nausea (cyber sickness) during data acquisition. The final sample consisted of 80 healthy participants (*N* = 80; 66 women, 14 men; age *M* = 21.86 years, *SD* = 4.14), grouped into HA and LA (*n* = 40 each). Physiological emotional arousal was investigated in a sub-sample of 40 participants in an explorative manner (*n* = 20 in each group). Participants provided written informed consent, and the study was approved by the Ethics Commission of the University of Freiburg and conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Stimuli: analogue trauma by Virtual Reality paradigm {#sec004}
----------------------------------------------------

Analogue traumatic stress was induced by a virtual and olfactory simulated emergency scenario, based on a modified video-game simulator (Valve's Source Engine) with explicit modelling of agents\' emotions. The emergency scenario was visually presented in 3-D via two colour displays of a Head Mounted Display (HMD; Type TriVisio VR Vision), auditorily via headphones and olfactorily by exuding the smell of smoke via a ventilator to ensure multi-sensory simulation \[[@pone.0190360.ref041],[@pone.0190360.ref042]\]. A Calibri tracker transmitted participants' head movements in the HMD to register visual field changes within the VR. Movements within the VR were performed by using a joystick. We assessed and controlled for previous experience with computer games. To adapt to the VR environment and to learn how to navigate and act using the HMD and joystick, a neutral training scenario in the same environment as in the experimental condition but without any negative events was simulated before the analogue trauma scenario. The analogue trauma scenario consisted of an unexpected emergency situation simulated in an underground parking lot. Participants were instructed to go to their car in the virtual parking garage. Shortly before reaching the car, a loud detonation followed by fading lights was presented and a smell of smoke was atomised. Psychological and physical threat was induced by the presentation of an increasing amount of smoke and coughing sounds. An adjacent burning car as well as an injured man trapped under some objects and crying for help was displayed. Within the scenarios, participants were able to interact with the environment from a first-person perspective. The game engine automatically registered the time within the VR scenarios and finished them as soon as the participants left the virtual parking garage.

Demographic and psychometric measures {#sec005}
-------------------------------------

Demographic characteristics, experience with computer games and previous potentially traumatic events (referring to a study from Foa et al. \[[@pone.0190360.ref050]\]) were assessed prior to the experiment. The sense of presence as well as the interaction within VR were examined after the experiment on an 11-point Likert scale (ranging from 0 = *not at all* to 10 = *very intensely*) \[[@pone.0190360.ref051]\].

Trait anxiety was measured using the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI-T) which shows good internal consistency (*α* = .90) and retest-reliability (*r* = .77 to .90) \[[@pone.0190360.ref011],[@pone.0190360.ref048]\].

Depressive symptoms occurring in the two weeks before the experiment were assessed using the revised Beck Depression Inventory (BDI II) demonstrating good internal consistency (*α* = .90) and retest-reliability (*r* = .78) \[[@pone.0190360.ref052],[@pone.0190360.ref053]\].

Subjective anxiety was rated on an 11-point Likert intensity scale (ranging from 0 = *very low* to 10 = *very strong*) \[[@pone.0190360.ref051]\].

Emotion dysregulation was measured with the 36-item Difficulties in Emotion Regulation Scale (DERS), containing six subscales: non-acceptance, goals, impulse, awareness, strategies, and clarity. The DERS has good internal consistency (*α* = .81 - .95) and satisfactory retest-reliability (r = .77 - .87) \[[@pone.0190360.ref054]\].

Spontaneous involuntary intrusive memories of pictures, sounds and thoughts were assessed by the modified 10-item Intrusive Memory Questionnaire \[[@pone.0190360.ref055]\] concerning the frequency (referring to the absolute number of occurrences via a numeric scale indicating the absolute numbers including "0") and temporal occurrence (referring to the relative amount of time in which specific intrusive memories occurred via a percentage scale ranging from 0--100 (%) indicating the relative amount of time of the total time) of intrusive memories, perceived worry about intrusive memories (via a decimal step scale ranging from "0" = *not present* to "100" = *most extreme*) and general mental occupation with the experienced analogue trauma (via a percentage scale ranging from 0--100 (%) as the relative amount of time of the total time). We directly combined items to group sensory modalities such as (i) frequency of pictures and sounds and (ii) temporal occurrence of pictures and sounds. The frequency and temporal occurrence of thoughts and the general mental occupation with the event as cognitive entities were initially separately depicted. In addition, we directly combined all items related to worry (regarding intrusive pictures, thoughts and sound) as a temporally subsequent appraisal. In the current study internal consistency was *α* = .81 - .87.

Acquisition and analysis of the physiological data {#sec006}
--------------------------------------------------

We recorded SCL as an objective biological marker and sensitive indicator of emotional arousal \[[@pone.0190360.ref056]\]. Since SCL is regulated by the sympathetic nervous system, it is strongly associated with emotional processes \[[@pone.0190360.ref057]\]. As SCL is also sensitive to changes in temperature and noise, the experiment was performed in a quiet, temperature-controlled room (22°C). Physiological data were recorded at 400 Hz by Varioport II Systems (Becker Meditec, Karlsruhe, Germany). SCL was conducted at a sampling rate of 125 Hz over 11 mmAg/AgCl electrodes, filled with isotonic paste, over the middle phalanx of the index and middle fingers of the immobilised non-dominant hand. A constant current flow voltage of 0.5 V was applied by two electrodes. SCL raw signals were smoothened by a 1 Hz low-pass filter and controlled during conduction. Participants were instructed to avoid movements and were monitored during the experiment for movement artefacts. The SCL raw data were natural log transformed (Ln(SCL)) to normalise the data \[[@pone.0190360.ref056]\].

Procedure {#sec007}
---------

We used a mixed design with trait anxiety (low vs. high) as between subject factor and condition (VR analogue trauma and recovery phase 5 minutes after the stress induction) as within subject factor. Additionally, a one-day follow-up assessment of intrusive memories was performed. Before the experiment, baseline levels of the emotional states were obtained and all participants completed a VR training. At the beginning of the experiment, participants received general information about the study and completed questionnaires regarding socio-demographic data, computer game experience and previous potentially traumatic events on a desktop PC. In our study, all instructions were standardised. During the baseline, participants watched a non-arousing five-minute film clip of landscapes. Afterwards, participants adapted and practiced VR in the training scenario. Participants were then exposed to the analogue trauma. In the subsequent recovery phase, participants were instructed to sit calmly and relax for 5 min in order to assess recovery from stress. After each phase, subjective intensity of anxiety was assessed. Physiological emotional arousal was recorded continuously throughout the experiment via electrodermal activity by SCL amplitudes. Emotion dysregulation was measured by DERS in respect to the VR analogue trauma. Furthermore, participants evaluated the sense of presence as well as the interaction within the VR simulation. Finally, participants completed the IMQ. Participants completed the IMQ again at the following day, and then received a debriefing. The IMQ was applied at two time points to capture also the time course of intrusive memories. The time period between experiment and the follow-up investigation of the IMQ were identical in both groups.

Data processing and statistical analyses {#sec008}
----------------------------------------

Peripheral physiological data parameters (SCL) were analysed using ANSLAB at one minute intervals that were further averaged over 3 min for each phase \[[@pone.0190360.ref058]\].

An index sum score of all 6 partly combined intrusive memory items from the modified IMQ (therefore indirectly including all 10 items from the original IMQ) was calculated by using z-standardisation in order to make different answer rating scales comparable and facilitate their interpretation on a standard normal distribution. To analyse the single IMQ parameters in more detail, we used the 4 main dimensions of the IMQ as depended variables including all respective items (frequency, temporal occurrence, worry, general mental occupation).

Group differences on subjective and physiological stress response between HA and LA upon VR analogue trauma exposure were tested by one-way repeated measures analyses of covariance (ANCOVAs) with group as the between factor (HA, LA) and condition (analogue trauma, recovery) as the within factor. Baseline levels of the dependent variables were included as covariates. Group differences regarding emotion dysregulation of HA and LA were analysed by a one-way multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) for DERS subscales. To test for group differences between HA and LA regarding intrusive memories a one-way repeated measure ANOVA for the IMQ index score as well as a MANOVA for the IMQ single parameters were conducted with group as the between factor (HA, LA) and the two time points when intrusive memories were measured (5 min after the VR analogue trauma and at 9 pm the next day) as the within factor. After a significant multivariate overall test, the univariate main effects were described. No post hoc analyses were performed since all independent variables included in the MANOVA only had two levels \[[@pone.0190360.ref059]\].Data analyses were performed using SPSS version 21.0. In order to investigate the relationship between trait anxiety and intrusive memories, mediation analysis based on structural equation modelling (SEM) was conducted using Mplus Version 7.3 \[[@pone.0190360.ref060]\] which allows for the testing of models with categorical predictors. Effect sizes η^2^ (small ≥ 0.01; moderate ≥ 0.06; large ≥ 0.14), *d* (small ≥ 0.2; moderate ≥ 0.5; large ≥0.8) and *r* (small ≥ 0.1; moderate ≥ 0.3; large ≥ 0.5) were calculated and classified according to Cohen \[[@pone.0190360.ref061]\]. A significance level of α = .05 was chosen for two-tailed conservative hypothesis testing.

Results {#sec009}
=======

Participants {#sec010}
------------

The HA group had more depressive symptoms and a higher proportion of females than the LA group. The groups did not differ on age, previous traumatic events, computer game experiences or exposure times within the virtual emergency scenario. (**[Table 1](#pone.0190360.t001){ref-type="table"}**)

10.1371/journal.pone.0190360.t001

###### Participant characteristics.

![](pone.0190360.t001){#pone.0190360.t001g}

                                                  Trait anxiety   Test statistic   *p*                        
  ----------------------------------------------- --------------- ---------------- -------------------------- --------------------------------------------------
      female                                      29 (72.5)       37 (92.5)                                   
      male                                        11 (27.5)       3 (7.5)                                     
  Age (years): *M (SD)*                           21.75 (4.81)    21.98 (3.39)     *t*(78) = 0.24             .810
  STAI-T: *M (SD)*                                28.64 (2.03)    53.20 (6.13)     *t(78) =* 24.03            \< .001[\*\*\*](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  BDI-II: *M (SD)*                                2.46 (2.86)     7.87 (3.15)      *t*(78) = 7.95             \< .001[\*\*\*](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Previous traumatic events: *M (SD)*             1.10 (1.22)     1.03 (1.37)      *t*(78) = 0.26             .796
  Experience playing computer games: %            32.5            32.5             χ^2^(1, *N* = 80) = .000   .100
  Exposure time (Min) analogue trauma: *M (SD)*   4.86 (2.90)     4.42 (1.60)      *t*(74) = 0.81             .418

*Note*. STAI-T = State-Trait Anxiety Inventory; BDI-II = Beck Depression Inventory-II; Previous traumatic events were assessed referring to a study from Foa et al \[[@pone.0190360.ref050]\].

\**p* \< .05. \*\**p*\< .01. \*\*\**p* \< .001.

Manipulation check {#sec011}
------------------

Paired sample t-tests between baseline and the analogue trauma phase were conducted to validate the stress induction. There was a significant increase with large effect sizes from baseline to VR analogue trauma for subjective anxiety (*t*(78) = 15.69, *p* \< .001, *d* = 1.77) and physiological emotional arousal (*t*(37) = 11.69, *p* \< .001, *d* = 1.90), indicating that the experimental manipulation was successful. The two groups did not differ in the level of presence (t(78) = 1.29, p = .206; *M*~HA~ = 7.28, *SD*~HA~ = 1.48; *M*~LA~ = 6.66, *SD*~LA~ = 1.51) or interactivity within the VR scenario (t(78) = 1.95, p = .059; *M*~HA~ = 3.58, *SD*~HA~ = 2.82; *M*~LA~ = 5.34, *SD*~LA~ = 2.85).

Trait anxiety and psychophysiological stress response {#sec012}
-----------------------------------------------------

Baseline levels of the dependent variables were included as covariates, with no between-group differences in baseline levels of subjective anxiety (t(76) = 0.40, p = .689) nor physiological emotional arousal (t(36) = 0.77, p = .447).

The 2 (group: HA, LA) x 2 (time: analogue trauma, recovery) ANCOVA for subjective anxiety revealed a significant main effect of group (*F*(1, 75) = 9.00; *p* = .004, η~p~^2^ = 0.107) and time (*F*(1, 75) = 174.03; *p* \< .001, η~p~^2^ = 0.699), but no interaction between group x time (*F*(1, 75) = 0.14; *p* = 0.905). Participants with HA scored higher on subjective anxiety than participants with LA in both the analogue trauma and recovery phase. Both groups scored higher on subjective anxiety in the analogue trauma compared to the recovery phase. The baseline level of subjective anxiety was significantly related to subjective anxiety under stress and recovery (*F*(1, 75) = 7.75; *p* = .007, η~p~^2^ = 0.094).

Furthermore, the 2 (group: HA, LA) x 2 (time: analogue trauma, recovery) ANCOVA for physiological emotional arousal assessed by SCL in a sub-sample of *n* = 20 per group revealed no significant main effect of group (*F*(1, 35) = 0.05; *p* = .830), however, a significant main effect of time (*F*(1, 35) = 8.75; *p* = .006, η~p~^2^ = .200). The interaction for time x group was not significant (*F*(1, 35) = 2.02; *p* = .164). Participants in both groups demonstrated a higher SCL during the analogue trauma compared to the recovery phase. The baseline level of SCL was significantly related to physiological emotional arousal under stress and recovery (*F*(1, 35) = 51.83; *p*\< .001, η~p~^2^ = 0.597).

Trait anxiety and peri-traumatic emotion dysregulation {#sec013}
------------------------------------------------------

The one-way MANOVA for emotion dysregulation revealed a significant main effect of group (*F*(1, 78) = 10.39, *p*\< .001, η~p~^2^ = .461), indicating higher levels of emotion dysregulation in the HA compared to the LA group. Increased levels of emotion dysregulation were found in the HA group for the subscales *non acceptance of emotional responses* (*F*(1,78) = 18.81, *p* \< .001, η~p~^2^ = .194), *difficulties engaging in goal directed behaviour* (*F*(1,78) = 19.62, *p* \< .001, η~p~^2^ = .201), *impulse control difficulties* (*F*(1,78) = 11.13, *p* = .001, η~p~^2^ = .125), *limited access to emotion regulation strategies* (*F*(1,78) = 54,32, *p* \< .001, η~p~^2^ = .411) and *lack of emotional clarity* (*F*(1,78) = 24.88, *p* \< .001, η~p~^2^ = .242). In contrast, no significant difference was found for the *lack of emotional awareness* subscale *(F*(1, 78) = 3.76, *p* = .056). **([Fig 1](#pone.0190360.g001){ref-type="fig"})**

![Emotion dysregulation of a Virtual Reality analogue trauma as a function of trait anxiety.\
Group differences between high and low trait anxiety regarding emotion dysregulation are shown, as measured by the total score as well as the subscales of the difficulties in emotion regulation scale (DERS). Between group differences of high and low trait anxious individuals are indicated (\*\**p*\< .01; \*\*\**p*\< .001). Error bars represent standard errors of the mean.](pone.0190360.g001){#pone.0190360.g001}

Trait anxiety and post-traumatic intrusive memories {#sec014}
---------------------------------------------------

A one-way repeated measure ANOVA regarding the IMQ index score revealed a statistically significant main effect of group (*F*(1, 76) = 9.79, *p* = .002, η~p~^*2*^ = .114), but not for time (*F*(1, 76) = .005, *p* = .947) nor for the interaction between time x group (F(1, 76) = .447, *p* = .506). Participants in the HA group displayed increased intrusive memories at both time points (5 min after the VR analogue trauma and at 9 pm the next day) in comparison to the LA group. (**[Fig 2](#pone.0190360.g002){ref-type="fig"}**).

![Intrusive memories after a Virtual Reality analogue trauma as a function of trait anxiety.\
The standardised index score of subsequent intrusive memories is displayed for five minutes afterwards and the following evening at 9 pm, as measured by the Intrusive Memory Questionnaire (IMQ). Between group differences of high and low trait anxious individuals are indicated (\*\**p*\< .01;). Error bars represent standard errors of the mean.](pone.0190360.g002){#pone.0190360.g002}

To analyse the single IMQ parameters in more detail we additionally conducted a one-way repeated measure MANOVA. Beside the significant multivariate effect of group on the dependent variables related to intrusive memories (*F*(4,73) = 3.23, *p* = .017, η~p~^2^ = .150), a significant main effect of group was found concerning the frequency (*F*(1,76) = 5.01, *p* = .028, η~p~^2^ = .062) and temporal occurrence of intrusive memories (*F*(1,76) = 7.71, *p* = .007, η~p~^2^ = .092) as well as perceived worry about intrusive memories (*F*(1,76) = 11.41, *p* = .001, η~p~^2^ = .131) and general mental occupation with the experienced analogue trauma (*F*(1,76) = 4.89, *p* = .030, η~p~^2^ = .060). Furthermore, we found a significant multivariate effect of time concerning the intrusive memories variables (*F*(4, 73) = 58.62, *p* \< .001, η~p~^2^ = .763). No significant interaction effects between time x group were observed (*F*(4, 73) = 1.33 *p* = .266). At both time points (t1 = 5 min after the VR analogue trauma; t2 = 9 pm the next day), the HA group displayed higher values on the IMQ single parameters than the LA group. At t1 both groups displayed higher values than at t2 for the frequency (*F*(1, 76) = 60.67, *p* = .001, η~p~^2^ = .444) and temporal occurrence of intrusive memories (*F*(1, 76) = 123.89, *p* \< .001, η~p~^2^ = .620), worry about intrusive memories (*F*(1, 76) = 117.55, *p* \< .001, η~p~^2^ = .607) and general mental occupation with the analogue trauma (*F*(1, 76) = 198.28, *p* \< .001, η~p~^2^ = .723).

Relationship between trait anxiety and intrusive memories {#sec015}
---------------------------------------------------------

A mediation analysis based on SEM was conducted to investigate the relationship between trait anxiety and intrusive memories. The evaluation of the model fit was performed with the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), the comparative fit index (CFI) and the Tucker--Lewis index (TLI), as recommended fit indices \[[@pone.0190360.ref062]\]. Results indicated that the direct paths from trait anxiety to peri-traumatic emotion dysregulation (β = .67, *p* \< .001) and emotional response of anxiety were significant (β = .47; *p* \< .001) with an accounted variance of 45% for emotion regulation (*p* \< .001) and of 22% for emotional response (*p* = .08). Additionally, the direct paths between emotion dysregulation and intrusive memories (β = .42; *p* = .02) as well as between emotional response of anxiety and intrusive memories (β = .97; *p* \< .001) were significant. In the more complex model in which two potential mediators were added, the direct path between trait anxiety and intrusive memories was no longer significant (β = .09, *p* = .62) in predicting intrusive memories following analogue trauma. Moreover, there were significant indirect path effects between trait anxiety and intrusive memories mediated by emotional response of anxiety (*r* = .46) and dysregulation (*r* = .28). The hypothesised mediation model (Chi^2^/df = 106.214/68, RMSEA = .085, CFI = .934, TLI = .911) fulfilled all recommended fit indices \[[@pone.0190360.ref062]\] and accounted for 80% (*p* \< .01) of the variance in intrusive memories. **([Fig 3](#pone.0190360.g003){ref-type="fig"})**

![Mediation analysis of the relationships between trait anxiety, emotional response, emotion dysregulation and intrusive memories after a Virtual Reality analogue trauma.\
(Chi^2^/df = 106.214/68; RMSEA = .085; CFI = .934; TLI = .911). Note: Standardized path coefficients are depicted for the direct effects between pre-traumatic trait anxiety and peri-traumatic emotional response of anxiety and emotion dysregulation as well as post-traumatic intrusive memories. The explained variances are shown for emotional response, emotion dysregulation and intrusive memories. Path effects indicate the mediated relationship between trait anxiety and intrusive memories by emotional response (see at the top) as well as emotional dysregulation (see below).](pone.0190360.g003){#pone.0190360.g003}

Discussion {#sec016}
==========

This study tested if individual differences in HA modulate affective and cognitive processing of a VR analogue trauma. We expected that in an analogue trauma, individuals with HA would show impaired affective and cognitive processing of stress, compared to individuals with LA. Our main finding in a novel VR analogue trauma paradigm was that HA negatively modulates affective and cognitive processing of stress indicated by increased subjective stress responses, emotion dysregulation and intrusive memories. In particular, individuals with HA displayed limited access to different emotion regulation strategies as well as increased worry and rumination regarding perceived intrusive memories. Furthermore, affective processing seems to mediate HA and intrusive memories.

A major strength of our study was that the applied prospective analogue design prevents memory biases and allows for an ethically appropriate, controlled experimental setting \[[@pone.0190360.ref038]\] including a moderate VR stress induction that has been proven as stressful as an established trauma film \[[@pone.0190360.ref047]\]. In our study, participants generally rated the presence and interactivity within the VR scenario as medium to high. Likewise, cyber sickness was not a problem: Only one participant felt nauseous from undertaking the VR (and were then excluded from the analysis).

Our findings revealed that VR analogue trauma exposure leads to higher subjective anxiety in HA individuals than LA individuals in line with Spielberger's trait-state anxiety model \[[@pone.0190360.ref011]\] and with previous studies \[e.g.13\]. Previous studies have found that individuals with HTA showed a higher risk to develop PTSD, which was classified as anxiety disorder until the change to DSM-5 into a distinct diagnostic group of trauma and stressor-related disorders \[[@pone.0190360.ref002],[@pone.0190360.ref003],[@pone.0190360.ref024]\]. Although intense peri-traumatic negative emotions which we have found in our study are considered a natural first stress response upon confrontation with a potentially traumatic event \[[@pone.0190360.ref004],[@pone.0190360.ref017]\], increased peri-traumatic anxiety is associated with a higher risk of developing stress-associated symptoms \[[@pone.0190360.ref014]\] as well as higher peri-traumatic stress is associated with an increased risk to develop PTSD \[[@pone.0190360.ref063]\]. The persisting stronger subjective emotional response in individuals with HA during and after the VR analogue trauma suggests that individuals with HA have problems downregulating the experienced anxiety. This is in line with previous studies showing increased difficulties returning to initial emotional states after negative emotions in participants with anxiety symptoms \[[@pone.0190360.ref018]\] and the result of higher anxiety symptoms in patients with PTSD \[[@pone.0190360.ref064],[@pone.0190360.ref065]\]. Physiological stress responses did not differ between the groups, which is in contrast to our expectation and a previous fMRI study showing increased skin conductance responses to unpredictable threat in individuals who were exposed to stressful events and in patients with PTSD \[[@pone.0190360.ref066]\]. Our finding that there is no difference in physiological stress responses between HA and LA may be related to (i) a blunted hormonal and skin conductance response to acute stress found to be specific for HA individuals \[[@pone.0190360.ref067],[@pone.0190360.ref068]\], (ii) efficient coping behaviour \[[@pone.0190360.ref069]\] or (iii) the fact that analogue traumatic situations are less intense than real traumatic situations \[[@pone.0190360.ref045]\]. Another explanation could be a lack of statistical power in this analysis of a smaller sub-sample.

An impaired capacity to regulate and cope with highly intense emotions leads to the maintenance of strong emotions and may function as an important peri-traumatic risk factor for stress-associated disorders \[[@pone.0190360.ref016],[@pone.0190360.ref017]\]. In our study, HA individuals generally demonstrated increased emotion dysregulation, which is in line with previous non-clinical \[[@pone.0190360.ref018]\] and clinical \[[@pone.0190360.ref070],[@pone.0190360.ref071]\] studies. In particular, our sample with HA showed more difficulties in understanding, accepting and regulating their negative emotions as well as controlling impulses and focusing on goal-directed behaviour. Among those, the most severe problem in emotion dysregulation, both within the HA group as well as compared to the LA group, was limited access to emotion regulation strategies, which is considered to be particularly maladaptive \[[@pone.0190360.ref006],[@pone.0190360.ref072]\]. Since our VR analogue trauma provided potential situation controllability, goal-directed behaviour was considered the most adaptive emotion regulation strategy referring to the concept of situation modification according to the process model of emotion regulation \[[@pone.0190360.ref073]\] as well as problem-focused coping within the transactional model of stress and coping \[[@pone.0190360.ref074]\]. In other healthy samples, HA individuals also applied fewer adaptive emotion regulation strategies \[[@pone.0190360.ref072]\] and reported more difficulties in understanding, accepting and regulating negative emotions \[[@pone.0190360.ref018]\]. In another non-clinical sample, emotion dysregulation before a traumatic event predicted the severity of later intrusive memories, more intense emotional responses and perceived threat to a traumatic stressor \[[@pone.0190360.ref017]\]. In clinical samples, emotion dysregulation has also been associated with PTSD, with a lack of emotional acceptance and emotional clarity, difficulties in impulse control and engaging in goal-directed behaviour \[[@pone.0190360.ref075]\].

In the overall sample intrusive memories were increased directly after the analogue trauma compared to one day later in line with the finding that intrusive memories after trauma decline in intensity and frequency over time \[[@pone.0190360.ref044],[@pone.0190360.ref076]\]. HA individuals displayed increased and remaining intrusive memories also one day after analogue trauma. This is in accordance with previous findings \[[@pone.0190360.ref009],[@pone.0190360.ref013],[@pone.0190360.ref014],[@pone.0190360.ref031]\], showing that HA is related to increased intrusive memories as a consequence of impaired cognitive processing of stress \[[@pone.0190360.ref026]\] and to persisting intrusive memories, which have been found to be particularly dysfunctional and associated with PTSD \[[@pone.0190360.ref013],[@pone.0190360.ref077],[@pone.0190360.ref078]\]. This might be due to impaired cognitive control found in HA individuals via a decreased suppression of negative memories \[[@pone.0190360.ref028]\] and reduced prefrontal attentional top-down regulation in the inhibition of distraction processes \[[@pone.0190360.ref079]\]. Patients with PTSD displayed also an impaired working memory performance, but this seems additionally influenced by anxiety, depression and experienced stress exposure \[[@pone.0190360.ref065]\]. However, we do not investigate this explicitly.

Likewise, worry and mental occupation about intrusive memories were higher directly after the VR analogue trauma compared to one day later in the overall sample. HA individuals showed increased worry and mental occupation, which remained at a high level one day after analogue trauma exposure. This is in line with findings showing that HA is associated with worry \[[@pone.0190360.ref080]\] and maladaptive mental occupation \[[@pone.0190360.ref081]\]. Particularly, previous studies have shown that individuals with HA and a high level of worry tend to ruminate \[[@pone.0190360.ref015],[@pone.0190360.ref035],[@pone.0190360.ref077]\]. The persistence of worry and mental occupation in HA individuals might be particularly critical for maladaptive stress processing following analogue trauma \[[@pone.0190360.ref034],[@pone.0190360.ref035],[@pone.0190360.ref082]\]. Both maintain PTSD symptoms and can function as cognitive avoidance of emotions thereby increasing the risk of PTSD development \[[@pone.0190360.ref027],[@pone.0190360.ref031],[@pone.0190360.ref036],[@pone.0190360.ref077]\].

Considering the complex interplay of multiple risk factors in coping with high-stress, our findings are in line with previous studies \[[@pone.0190360.ref013],[@pone.0190360.ref015]\] and extend these by using a prospective VR analogue trauma paradigm. Our results suggest that peri-traumatic affective stress processing mediates the pre-traumatic risk factor HA and subsequent intrusive memories via an increased subjective emotional response and emotion dysregulation. Furthermore, we found direct effects of peri-traumatic emotional response and emotion dysregulation on intrusion development. Hence, our findings highlight the central role of peri-traumatic processing in intrusion development. This is in line with studies showing that both, emotional response and regulation, predict post-traumatic stress symptoms such as intrusive memories \[[@pone.0190360.ref015],[@pone.0190360.ref016],[@pone.0190360.ref069]\]. Emotion dysregulation seems to block the effective regulation of anxiety \[[@pone.0190360.ref083]\]. Moreover, the association of increased emotional stress responses and post-traumatic stress symptom severity was found only in the context of higher levels of emotion dysregulation \[[@pone.0190360.ref016]\]. Furthermore, also other studies highlighted the central role and importance of emotion dysregulation for developing post-traumatic stress symptoms by the finding that emotion dysregulation mediates between the experience of childhood abuse and later post-traumatic stress symptoms \[[@pone.0190360.ref084],[@pone.0190360.ref085]\]. The relation between emotion dysregulation in response to traumatic events and the development of PTSD symptoms might be further related to the applied emotion regulation strategies, e.g. PTSD symptoms were associated with more suppression and less reappraisal \[[@pone.0190360.ref069]\]. At the neurobiological level, emotional dysregulation with less application of adaptive strategies such as reappraisal may result from a reduced connectivity between the amygdala and the prefrontal cortex (PFC) \[[@pone.0190360.ref086]\] especially in HA individuals \[[@pone.0190360.ref087]\]. Reappraisal as a cognitive emotion regulation strategy results in decreased amygdala and increased prefrontal activity \[[@pone.0190360.ref088]\]. Hence, emotion regulation as potentially modifiable risk factor seems to be most important as target for interventions. Reappraisal training, for example, can lead to less frequent intrusions and decreased stress responses \[[@pone.0190360.ref089]\]. In addition, our results suggest the importance of pre-traumatic anxiety in increasing later dysfunctional peri-traumatic affective processing, which in turn may contribute to an impaired cognitive processing of stress. Thus, our findings suggest that pre-traumatic high trait anxiety may additionally interact with affective processing during analogue trauma exposure to confer risk for the development of stress-associated disorders. This is consistent with the diathesis stress model of PTSD development \[[@pone.0190360.ref090],[@pone.0190360.ref091]\].

Limitations {#sec017}
-----------

Individuals with HA in this study reported higher depressive symptoms compared to those with LA, which is in line with previous studies describing high comorbidity due to symptoms' overlap in both non-clinical \[[@pone.0190360.ref092]\] as well as clinical samples \[[@pone.0190360.ref093]\]. However, on average the degree of depressive symptoms in our sample was rather low in both groups. Nevertheless, we would recommend that future studies also focus on depressive symptoms due to their potential relation to intrusive memories \[[@pone.0190360.ref094]\].

Although only valid self-report questionnaires were used, subjective evaluation of emotion regulation capacities might be confounded by reflection capability \[[@pone.0190360.ref095]\]. We further examined emotion dysregulation using a modified established trait questionnaire since no state instrument exists. However, it has been shown that emotion regulation is required particularly in stressful situations \[[@pone.0190360.ref006]\]. In the current study we did not focus on how peri-traumatic responses separately affects the occurrence and related subsequent appraisals of intrusive memories, which could be of interest for future studies. No measures of cognitive or attentional control were applied. Additionally, we did not ask for previous life events, although we did assess previous potentially traumatic events.

Since we used one specific stress situation of an emergency in the VR environment, the results might therefore differ for other stress situations.

Implications {#sec018}
------------

Our findings have potential clinical implications and highlight the importance of identifying vulnerable individuals at risk of maladaptive but modifiable stress processing \[[@pone.0190360.ref096]\]. In the sense of primary prevention \[[@pone.0190360.ref096]\], they should be protected from high-stress situations (e.g. by personnel selection) or prepared to high-stress situations prior to exposure thereby preventing mental health problems or mental disorders \[[@pone.0190360.ref044]\]. As prophylactic measures to mitigate the development of PTSD in individuals with high trait anxiety we propose to particularly assess problems in emotion regulation (e.g. via DERS) as important peri-traumatic modulator as well as coping flexibility (e.g. via the Perceived Ability to Cope with Trauma (PACT) Scale; \[[@pone.0190360.ref097]\]) as probably the most adaptive regulation style in coping with stress \[[@pone.0190360.ref098],[@pone.0190360.ref099]\]. Individuals that were occupationally high-stress exposed (e.g. emergency forces, police services, soldiers) or scoring high on trait anxiety might benefit from emotion regulation training, particularly regarding flexible access and application of different context-appropriate emotion regulation strategies \[[@pone.0190360.ref006],[@pone.0190360.ref072]\]. Acceptance-based approaches \[[@pone.0190360.ref100]\] could improve coping with persistent worrying and rumination by changing negative appraisals about intrusive memories and reducing avoidance.

Future studies should further analyse the complex relations of multiple risk factors for a better understanding of the development of stress-associated disorders. In addition, other VR analogue stress situations should be developed to compare different types of stressful situations and behavioural measures should be integrated.

The VR analogue trauma paradigm may contribute to prevent stress-associated disorders in the future by interventions targeting peri- and post-traumatic risk factors in real-time.

Conclusions {#sec019}
===========

In conclusion, this is the first study to investigate the complex interplay of multiple risk factors in stress processing in a prospective VR analogue trauma paradigm. Our findings suggest that HA contributes to dysfunctional affective and cognitive processing of a VR analogue trauma. In particular, our HA sample displayed limited access to different emotion regulation strategies as well as increased worry and rumination regarding perceived intrusive memories. Peri-traumatic affective stress processing seems to mediate the pre-traumatic risk factor HA and subsequent intrusive memories via an increased subjective emotional response and emotion dysregulation. Hence, our findings point out the central role of peri-traumatic processing in intrusion development. Furthermore, our findings suggest the importance of pre-traumatic anxiety in increasing later dysfunctional peri-traumatic affective processing, which in turn may contribute to an impaired cognitive processing of an analogue trauma. Thus, based on our results, pre-traumatic risk factors such as high trait anxiety may additionally interact with factors during analogue trauma exposure to confer risk for the development of stress-associated disorders. Our results thereby contribute to a better understanding of individual modulating mechanisms in coping with high stress situations and provide important information for the theoretical modelling of PTSD development. The innovative prospective VR analogue trauma paradigm is a substantial methodological advancement in analogue designs, offering an effective and ethically acceptable method to induce stress experimentally in a standardised laboratory setting. As a novel experimental psychopathology model for studying trauma exposure and responses, it can contribute to future prevention and treatment development.

Supporting information {#sec020}
======================

###### Screenshots from the Virtual Reality analogue trauma.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Variables of affective and cognitive processing of an analogue trauma.

*Note*. t1 = 5 min after the VR analogue trauma; t2 = 9 pm the next day. Combined items of the modified version of the intrusive memory questionnaire (IMQ): (i) frequency of pictures and sounds, (ii) temporal occurrence of pictures and sounds to group sensory vs. cognitive modalities; (iii) worry about intrusive pictures, thoughts and sounds as subsequent appraisal.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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